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Word Count = 565

“The man in this story was so huge that people called him a giant. 
But he wasn’t erce or mean like some giants. He liked to do kind 
things to help anybody who was in trouble. He always used his 
height and strength in good ways. That’s why he was called the 

Gentle Giant.”

•  Notice homophones: too/to/two

• Identify suffixes: –  (high )  –  (danger )est est ous ous

•  Note doubled consonant after single vowel: flapped

•  Understand prefix – meaning not: tangled happyun un un

•  Discuss use of adjectives and adverbs to add meaning.

•  Observe use of dash for emphasis (page 16).

•  Discuss use of simile for effect (page 12).

•  Study soft  sounds:  g Gentle  Giant  huge  gently  large

•  Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc. (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

• Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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climb     easy     fall     large     lift     most     much     whose
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           Once there was a huge man who was much taller and

    .     stronger than most other men People called him the

       . Gentle Giant because he was kind to everybody  

          .He liked to help when there was any kind of trouble
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 ,           One morning a baby bird fell out of its nest high up

  .     ,  in a tree Mother Bird flapped and squawked because

       .   her baby bird hadn’t learned to fly yet The Gentle

           Giant was tall enough to reach up and put it safely

  .back into the nest
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         , When two dolphins swam too close to a fishing boat

      .    they got caught in the fishing net The fishermen on

      .    the boat didn’t know what to do Along came the

    .      Gentle Giant to help them He walked into the water  

   .to set them free
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